**HOW TO GET TO THE VICE-PRESIDENCY FOR INNOVATION**

1015 LAUSANNE - SWITZERLAND

---

**VICE-PRESIDENCY FOR INNOVATION**

**PUBLIC TRANSPORT M1 METRO**

**BY WALK**

**PARKING**

**ATM**

---

**By TRAIN, METRO, and WALK**

Three train stations are close to EPFL Innovation Park: LAUSANNE, MORGES and RENENS. Visit www.cff.ch for schedules.

**From Renens CFF**

When you arrive at Renens CFF, take the white m1 metro to the stop «EPFL».

**From Lausanne CFF**

Leave the main entrance and take the «m2 metro» one stop to «Lausanne-FLON», then take the «m1 metro» for about 10 minutes to the stop «EPFL».

For m1 and m2 metro timetables, visit www.t-l.ch

From the stop «EPFL», walk to «la diagonale» and then you arrive at the EPFL Innovation Park. It takes about 10 minutes.

---

**By CAR**

Take the highway A1 and follow direction «LAUSANNE-SUD» and exit at «EPFL». When you arrive, there are visitor parking places as indicated on the map.

---

**By PLANE**

If you are flying you will arrive at Geneva Airport, where there is a train station that will take you to Renens or Lausanne in about 30 minutes. If you rent a car, it will take about 45 minutes to arrive at the EPFL Innovation Park.

---

**TIPS : If you take a taxi...**

Take the train to «LAUSANNE CFF» and take a taxi from there. Tell the taxi driver to take you to EPFL Innovation Park, in front of Building C or show him this map.

---

**GPS coordinates of the EPFL Innovation Park (Building J)**

+46°30'59"N
6°33'42.9"E
46.516395, 6.56194

---

**Vice-Presidency for Innovation**

EPFL Innovation Park
Building J
1015 Lausanne - Switzerland

vpi.epfl.ch

vpi@epfl.ch